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Abstract. The large-scaletransport in a general circulation model is evaluated
by analyzing a multiyear simulation that included a passivetracer, with emissions
linearly increasingwith time, aimed at representingthe sourcesof sulphur hexafiuoride, SFs, a compoundof anthropogenicorigin. A motivation to analyze the
large-scalepassivetracer transport is the expected use of such general circulation
models in simulations including active feedbackswith chemical models. It has
been found

that

the time

evolution

and detrended

distribution

of the simulated

SFs concentration are comparable to those estimated by available observations
of SF•, both displaying high values in the upper troposphere and low values in
the stratosphere. The simulation with a general circulation model of a tracer with
surfacesourceslinearly increasingin time and no sinksallows derivation of transport
timescales. The age of air from the SFs simulation is consistentwith the general
features of age of air estimatesfrom observations,as, for instance, a rapid increase
in age in the lower stratosphereand older age in the polar regionsof the middle and
upper stratosphere.The meridional and vertical gradientsthat characterizethe age
distribution in the stratosphere are the manifestation of barriers in transport. The
average behavior of the transport barriers is diagnosedby means of the potential
vorticity gradient. The simulated barriers in potential vorticity gradient in the
lower-middle stratosphere are comparable to that deduced from European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecastreanalysis.

1.

Introduction

oppositeeffectsof quasi-isentropicplanetary wave mo-

Within the current global perspectivethe mean mass
circulation that encompassesthe middle atmosphere is
characterizedby ascentthrough the tropical tropopause
into the stratosphere, poleward motion in the extratropics, and descent in the polar regions: the so-called

tionsandmixing(that tendsto fiattenthe isolines)
and
the Brewer-Dobsoncirculation (that tends to steepen
the isolines).There is alsoincreasingevidencethat re-

gionsof the stratosphere
are relativelyisolated,at least
seasonally.
Suchisolationhasled to the conceptof barbarBrewer-Dobsoncirculation of mass (for a review, see riersto transport[Plumb,1996],asthe subtropical
riers observedin tracer concentrations(amongothers,
Andrewset al. [1987]and Holton et al. [1995]). During the solsticialseasonsin the mesospherethe circula- TrepteandHitchman[1992]and Randelet al. [1993])
tion consistsof a single cell, with rising motion in the and the winter polar vortex barriers associatedwith
the resilienceto transport of the Rossby wave restorsummer hemisphere, descendingmotion in the winter
[Mcintyre,1992].
hemisphere, and meridional motion from the summer ing mechanism
In
this
work,
the
large-scaletransport in a middle atto the winter hemispheres:the Murgatroyd-Singleton

circulation(seeMcintyre[1992]for a review). On long mospheregeneralcirculationmodelis investigatedand
evaluatedby analyzinga multiyear simulationthat intimescales this circulation tends to produce a distribution of a tracer, of tropospheric origin, that peaks in cludeda passive(chemicallyinert) tracer. The multithe equatorial region of the middle stratosphere and year simulationhas beenperformedby specifyingsurface emissionslinearly increasingwith time and aimed
decreasespoleward in both hemispheres. The steepness
at representing
the sources
of sulphurhexafiuoride,
SF6,
of the tracer isolinesin latitude (i.e., the meridional
a compoundof anthropogenicorigin. The SF6 tracer
gradient of the tracer concentration)dependson the
is predominantlyreleasedin industrializedareasof the
Northern Hemisphere,its main sourcesbeing leakages
Copyright1999by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
and degassing
from high-voltageelectricalequipment
and metallurgy. The SF• tracer is of particular interPaper number 1999JD900963.
est becauseof its very long lifetime (estimatesrange
0148-0227
/ 99/ 1999JD900963509.00
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In the MAECHAM4 model the gravity wave paramefrQm 800 to 3200 years [Maiss et al., 1996 and referencestherein]),and becausethere are no apparentsinks terization consistsof two parts, separately representing
in the troposphere and stratosphere. The atmospheric
concentration of SF6 has increased from 0.03 pptv in

the effectsof the momentum depositionfrom orographic
gravity wavesand from a continuousgravity wave spec-

1970 to 3 pptv in 1993 [Maiss et al., 1996; Maiss and trum. A modifiedversionof the McFarlane [1987]parameterization is used to account for the orographic
Levin, 1994].
The evaluation of the large-scaletransport of a mid- gravity wave drag. The Doppler spreadformulationof
dle atmospheregeneral circulation model is relevant to Hines [1997a,b] is usedto parameterizethe effectsof
the coupling of general circulation models to models
of the evolution

of the chemical

constituents

of the at-

mosphere. Such model simulations are currently the
tools for predicting environmental changes associated
with anthropogenicchangesof the atmosphericcomposition. Given that the evaluation of suchhighly interactive models can be complicated and blurred by unknown
feedbacksamong radiation, chemistry, and dynamics, a
thorough evaluation of the simulated transport of a passive tracer can give confidenceto the reliability of the
general circulation model used. From the sensitivity of
the residual circulation to planetary wave breaking and
parameterized mesosphericgravity wave breaking, doc-

a continuousspectrum of nonorographicgravity waves.
The present configuration of the gravity wave source
spectrum employed to initialize the Hines parameterization

takes into account

the results of Manzini

and

McFarlane [1998],wherethe middle atmospherecirculation was found to be sensitiveto the launching height
and, in turn, to the azimuthal distribution of the gravity
wave momentum flux in the tropopauseregion. Given
that knowledgeof gravity wave sourcesfrom observations and theory is still limited, also in this simulation
a relatively simple configurationis used. The spectrum
is launched at a low level, just above the surfacelayer

(third model levelfrom the surface),with a root-meanumentedfor instanceby Manzini and McFarlane[1998] square(rms)windspeedof 1 ms-•. This configuration
and Rind et al. [1999],it appearsthat modelswith large is very similar to that used in their secondsimualtion
temperature biasesmay severelymisrepresentthe large- (EXP2) by Manzini and McFarlane [1998],but for a
scale mass circulation. Other sourcesof uncertainty in
transport characteristicsinclude the horizontal and vertical resolutionsand the numerical representationof the
advection

scheme.

smaller gravity wave rms wind speed.
The 15-year ensemble zonal mean temperature for
January and July from the MAECHAM4 model version usedin this work is shownin Figure 1. A composite of the National

2. Model and Design of the Experiment
The general circulation model used is the middle atmosphere MAECHAM4 model developed at the Max
Planck Institute in Hamburg. It is an upward extended
version of the ECHAM4 model. Most of the physical
parameterizations, particularly those that are relevant
mainly for tropospheric processes,and the basic model
structure

are common

to both models.

A detailed

de-

Centers

for Environmental

Predic-

tion- Climate PredictionCenter (NCEP-CPC) [Randel, 1992] 15-year ensemblemean (pressuresabove 1
hPa) and the CooperativeInstitute for Researchin AtmosphereCIRA86 [Fleminget al., 1990] standardatmospherezonal mean temperature (pressuresbelow 1
hPa) is also shown in Figure 1. In agreementwith
the NCEP-CPC analysis, the simulated mean temperature increases with height in the stratosphere, the
warmest temperature being at the summer pole at the

scriptionof the ECHAM4 model is givenby Roeckneret

stratopause(260-270K). In both Januaryand July the

al. [1996a,b, and referencetherein]. The major differencesbetween the two models include the specification

polar temperature minimum associatedwith the winter
polar night stratosphericjet is more pronouncedin the

of the vertical

model

coordinate

and the location

of the model

top (ECHAM4 model, top at l0 hPa; MAECHAM4
model, top at 0.01 hPa), the parameterizationof the
effectsof gravity waves,and a few modificationsin the
radiation scheme. The model structure and parameterizations are summarized by Manzini and McFarlane

[1998]and Manzini et al. [1997].
Triangular spectral truncation at wave number 30

(T30 horizonaltruncation) has been usedin the current simulation. The sea surface temperature field is
specifiedfollowingthe AtmosphericModel Intercompar-

ison Project monthly mean climatology[Gates,1992],

than

in the NCEP-CPC

data.

This

cold bias in

July causes an upward shift of the warm stratopause
at the South Pole, located between 60 and 70 km in

the model insteadof been confinedto 60 km (compare
with CIRA86). The reversalof the meridionaltemperature gradient between summer and winter in the upper
mesosphereis captured by the model; the warmest temperatures are found at the winter pole at the mesopause,
in agreementwith the CIRA86 data, althoughquantitative biasesare evident. Comparisonof Figure 1 with the

resultsof Manzini and McFarlane[1998their Figure6]

the ozone distribution follows the monthly zonal mean

showsthat the current simulation is characterized by a
temperature distribution in the winter hemisphere that

from the chemicalmodel of Briihl [1993],and the di-

is intermediatebetweentheir first simulation(CNTRL)

urnal and seasonalcyclesare included in the radiative

and their EXP2 simulation, as expected from the results
of the sensitivity to the configurationof the Hines pa-

transfer

calculation.
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Figure 1. Zonalmeantemperature:(right) ensemble
meanfromthe 15-yearsimulationand
(left) composite
of the 15-yearNCEP analysis(1979-1993)ensemble
mean,pressures
above1
hPa, and the CIRA86 standardatmosphere,
pressures
below1 hPa. Januarymeansare shown
at topandJulymeansat bottom.Thecontour
intervalis 10K (shading
indicates
< 200K).

rameterization. This is demonstrated quantitatively in
Figure 2, where the latitude time evolution of the zonal
mean temperature differencebetweenthe current model
and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

MAECHAM-ERA
100 hP(:]T (K)

DEC

DEC
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Forecast(ECMWF) reanalysis[Gibsonet al., 1997]is OCT ,
SEP
plotted at 100 and 30 hPa. A 30-day running mean, avAUG
eragedover 15 years for the simulation and the reanalysis(1979-1993),is usedto illustratethe low-frequency JUL
variability. The zonal mean temperature bias with re- JUN
spect to the ECMWF reanalysisis relatively small, typ- MAY
APR
ically much less than 5 K.
In the current simulation, SF6 sources are speci- MAR
fied at the surface, and emissionsare linearly increas- FEB
ing with time. The annual global emission estimates JAN 90S 60S
from Levin and Hesshaimer[1996]are used,interpolated to monthly mean values. These global estimates
are availablefrom 1970 to 1993 and are geographically
distributedaccordingto electricalpowerusageas estimatedby Denninget al. [1999].Resultsare presented
from a simulationthat covers15 yearsand 3 months;
that is, the emissionestimates from October 1970 to De-
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Figure 2. Difference between the simulation and the
ECMWF reanalysis, MAECHAM4-ECMWF,
for the
30-day running mean of the zonal mean temperature:

latitude-timesection(left) at 100 hPa and (right) at 30
hPa. Both fieldsare 15-yearensemblemeans(ECMWF:
1979-1993).The contourintervalis 2.5 K (shadingindicatespositivevalues).
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Cape Grim, Tasmania

cember 1985 have been used. Chronology in the simulation is given only by the specifiedemission. The
chemistry of SF6 destruction is not well known, possible sinks appear to be associated with photochemical
destruction confined to the mesosphere,and estimates

1.2

.,,,..,,•.

of the SF6 lifetimerangefrom 800 to 3200years[Maiss •' 1.0
et al., 1996, and references
therein]. Given the present
uncertainty in SF6 chemistry,in the current simulation
the mesosphericsinks of SF• are neglected. This assumption may, however, overestimate SF6 concentration in the stratosphere, as pointed out by Hall and

(n 0.8
Calculated
J
J....... Observed
J

0.6

Waugh[1998]. AlthoughSF• sinksappearto be confined to the mesosphere,
Hall and Waugh[1998]have

0.4

.

• g?8

,

• g80

,
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•g88

shownthat the effect of the mesosphericchemicallosses
Figure $. $• concentrationat the Cape Grim Station
is transferred down to the stratosphere.
(Tasmania,41øS,145øE) (solidcurve)and at the corThe period of the simulation, October 1970 to Decem- responding
grid point from the model(dashedcurve).
ber 1985, coversthe duration of Project AIRSTREAM
part of the Environmental MeasurementsLaboratory

(EML), consistingof SF6 concentrationmeasurements
The detrended SF6 concentrations from the EML
from aircraft sampling missions.Almost 1000 air samples were collected during the years 1973-1983 under data and the simulation are shown in Plate 1, binned
projectAIRSTREAM [Leifer,1992].SF6 sampleshave accordingto latitude and distancefrom the tropopause.
been taken in the troposphere and lower stratosphere Both data sets have been detrended with respect to the
of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres,mainly in globalmassbudgetof 1978 (from the simulation).The
spring, summer, and fall. The latitude coverageex- year 1978 is chosen because it is in the middle of the
tendedfrom 75øN to 51øS.Accordingto Leifer [1992] observationrecord. The model data are monthly zonal
the sampling and analytical uncertainty of these data means, selected for the month when the observations
are better than 5%. These EML observations form a occurred. The EML data set is averagedover the availunique data set, as only very few observationsof trace able observationsin each month and over the longitudes
gases are available in the free troposphere and lower coveredby the measurements. In Plate 1 all available
stratosphere and have been compared with more re- months are plotted; the cover in latitude and height

cent measurements
[Maisset al., 1996]. Consequently,is

therefore

due to observations

that

occurred

in dif-

a scaling factor has been derived for the EML obser- ferent months. The EML data include the height of
vationsby I. Levin (personalcommunication,1998) de- the tropopause derived from the observedtemperature
pending on which laboratory made the analysis. We ap- profiles. The model tropopause height has been deplied these scaling factors, which are 1.18 for analysis termined by the lapse rate condition (lapse rate less

performedby Health and Safety Laboratory (HASL), than or equalto 2 K km-• [Holtonet al., 1995]). In
1.52 for WashingtonState University(WSU), and 1.76 general, the model tropopause is slightly higher than
for OregonGraduate Center (OGC), to the EML obser- the observedtropopause, as might be expected by the
vations when comparing them to the model simulation model cold bias in the upper troposphere. The use of
the tropopause is an attempt to use dynamical information in the diagnosticof tracer behavior.
The relative incoherenceof the EML data, especially
3. Comparison With SF6 Observations
closeto the tropopause, is presumably causedby variMeasurementsof long-term increasein SF• concen- ability in the meteorologicalsynoptic systems, given
tration from the Cape Grim (Tasmania,41øS, 145øE) that the observations lasted only a few minutes and
backgroundair monitoringstation [Maisset al., 1996] covereda small range of longitudes. Nevertheless,the
are plotted in Figure 3, together with model data at EML data exhibit a generaltendencyof high concentrathe correspondinggrid point. The simulated SF• con- tions below and around the tropopause(0.5-0.7 pptv)
centration at the beginning of the period consideredis and low concentrations(_< 0.5 pptv) at high latitudes
results.

smaller

than

that

measured.

This

underestimation

is

at least in part expected, given that a zero distribution
has been used to initialize

the tracer

field in the model.

above the tropopause(lower stratosphere). The simulated SF• concentration is characterized by a much

smoothertracer distribution. The low variability of the
A constantmixing ratio of 0.13 pptv has thereforebeen simulated SF6 concentration is not surprising, given
added to the model results in the following compari- that the model data are monthly and zonal averages
son with the EML observations. Figure 3 also shows of grid point values, while the observationsare averthat the simulated SF6 increasesin time to a somewhat ages of point measurementsaffected by the local and
fasterrate (roughly10% in 8 years),suggesting
that the transient meteorologicalsituation. It is therefore not
employed emissionrate is slightly too large.
possibleto infer if there is a tendencyto producean ex-
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cessivelysmoother field in the model from this comparison. The interestingresult of Plate 1 is that the model

Altitudesat least 2 km below tropopause

1.0

at high latitudes in the lower stratosphere,reproducing
observations.

measurements

+•-

++o
o

oo

ß•' 0.6
0.4

Figure4 (top) showsthe evolutionin time of the SF6
for the EML

•+

0.8

Given that

the data are derrended, the overall agreement means
that the averagetransport is realistic in the model.
concentration

MAECHAM4

1.2

data clearlyshowhigh (>_0.6 pptv) concentrationbelow the tropopauseand low (_<0.5 pptv) concentration
the main features of the EML

WITH

and model

0.2

+
o

data at altitudes at least 2 km below the tropopause

(samedata setsas in Plate 1, but not derrended).The
data are for all the available

latitudes.

Within

0.0

the few

years considered,there is a quite good agreement in

1.2

the time evolution of the SF6 concentrations from the
EML

data and the model data.

Given that locations

2

most of the latitudes

considered

'

i

'

i

'

i

'

i

1983

o

-

1.0

km below the tropopauseare representativeof the tropospherewhere the trace gasesare rapidly mixed and
that

i

1975
1977
1979
1981
Altitudes at least 2 km above tropopause

1973

MODEIJ
r
OBS |

0.8

are in the North-

o•

ß•' 0.6

ern Hemisphere, the agreement means that the source
specificationused in the model is reasonablyaccurate

o•8

0.4

(seealsoKjdlstrSm •t al. [1999])
Figure4 (middle)is for locationsat least2 km above

0.2

the tropopause. Given that most of the locations are
0.0
from high latitudes, in this casethe SFa concentration
1973
depends remotely on the surface sources. Most of the
0.4
SFa reachingthe lower stratospherehigh latitudes has
0.3
presumably traveled through the tropical troposphere,
movedupwardin the tropical lowerstratosphere,and fi0.2
nally crossedto high latitudes. The agreementbetween
m
0.1
EML data and model data in this case therefore suggeststhat transport timescalesbetweenremote regions g -0.0
in the model domain are realistically simulated and mo- • -0.1
tivates the ageof stratosphericair diagnosticcarriedout
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Figure 4 (bottom) showsthe relativebiasof modeled
I0
X Troposphere
Stratosphere
J, ,
SF• concentration(mod) to observedSF• concentra-0.4
,
,
,
•
9O
tion (obs), (mod-obs)/(mod+obs),as a functionof lati-60
-30
0
30
60
tude for stratosphericlocations(at least2 km abovethe
Figure 4. Comparisonof SF6 concentration(top) at
tropopause)and tropospheric
locations(at least 2 km altitudesat least 2 km belowthe tropopauseand (midbelowthe tropopause).Given that the relative bias is dle) at altitudes at least 2 km above the tropopause
everywhere< 0.3, the model data are within a factor of (circles,EML observations;
plusses,modeldata). (bot2 from the EML data. Figure4 (bottom) alsoindicates tom) SF• relativebias (mod-obs)/(mod+obs).Crosses
that there is a tendency to underestimatethe observed give biasesfor stratosphericlocations (at least 2 km
mixing ratios in the stratosphereand to slightly overes- abovethe tropopause)and circlesfor troposphericlocations(at least2 km belowthe tropopause).
timate them in the troposphere.A reasoncouldbe a too

small net transport into the stratospherein the model,
arising,for instance,from coarsehorizontaland/or vertical resolution and limitations in the transport scheme.

4. Transport

Timescale

cation above. Hall and Plumb [1994]have discussed
in detail the concept of age and derived an expression
for the age of stratosphericair that takes into account
the statistical nature of an air parcel. Estimates of the

The simulation with a general circulation model of a
tracer with surface sourceslinearly increasingin time ageof stratospheric
air followingHall andPlu'mb[1994]
and no sinks allows derivation of the so-calledage of have been extensively computed from chemical transstratosphericair, a transport timescale between differ- port models,for instanceby Waughet al. [1997],Hall
ent locations in the atmosphere, generally between a and Waugh[1998],and Hall et al. [1999]. Waughet
specific location in the troposphere and any other lo- al. [1997]computedthe age of stratospheric
air from
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Figure 5. (left) Januaryand(right)Julyzonalmeanageof air between
theequatorialtropopause
and the domainabove. The contourinterval is 0.5 year.

a SF6 simulation using winds from the Middle AtmosphereCommunity Climate Model 2 (MACCM2), Hall
and Waugh[1998]evaluatedthe effectsof a number
of idealizedmesospheric
sinkson the stratosphericage
distribution,and the recentwork of Hall et al. [1999]
presents an extensive comparisonof age distributions
from a numberof stratosphericchemicaltransport mod-

ics. The age distribution in Figure 5 is consistentwith
the established notion that on average, air enters the
stratosphere from the tropical upper troposphere, and
the simualted age distribution is in qualitative agreement with the general features of the age distribution

inferredfrom a large numberof observationsby Hall et
al. [1999]. Note that in the mesosphere
the age disels and a large number of measurements.
tribution is quite uniform, indicating fast meridional
For the current SF6 simulation the age of strato- and vertical transport, acting on a seasonal scale or
sphericair is computedfollowingHall andPlumb[1994]. less(the Murgatroyd-Singleton
circulation).The mesoThis method can be used when changesin the emission sphericage distribution tends to a uniform value of •4can be detected in the higher part of the model do- 4.5 years.
main, after at least 5-6 years from the initialization of
For a more quantitative comparison with age estithe simulation. For the case in which the emissions inmatesfrom observations
reportedby Hall et al. [1999],
creaselinearly in time, the age of air is defined as the in Figure 6, selectedmeridional and vertical profiles of
differencebetweenthe tracer mixing ratio at a reference the age distribution for January are depicted. From Figpoint, usually the equatorial tropopause,and any other ure 6 (left) it appearsthat althoughin the tropics(5øS,
point above,divided by the growth rate at the reference dashedcontour)there is a relativelyfast increasein age
point. Resultspresentedhere are for the last year of the from 100 to 20 hPa, the age is •l year younger at 10
simulation(year 15 from the initialization),and the ref- hPa in comparisonto that inferred from SF6 measureerence point is the equator, at the 110 hPa level. An mentsreportedby Hall et al. [1999][seealso Harnisch
annual average growth rate at the referencepoint has et al., 1996; and Patra et al., 19971.At high latitudes
been used,in order to eliminate spuriouseffectson the (65øN, solid contour) the age vertical profile showsa
age computation due to the tropospheric annual cycle rapid increase between 100 and 50 hPa in agreement
in the growth rate.
with observations. However, in the middle and upper
The age distribution in the middle atmospherefor stratospherethe age valuesin Figure 6 are comparable
January and July is shownin Figure 5. For both months only to estimates from soundingoutside the polar vorthe age distribution in the stratosphereis characterized tex. Age from soundinginside the polar vortex is •8
by an increasein age with elevationand by a tropical years(seeagain Hall et al. [1999]and Harnischet al.
bulge. In particular, the increasein age with elevation [1996]),i.e., about a factor of 2 more than that comis rapid in the lower stratosphere(below 20 hPa). In puted from the MAECHAM4 simulation. A reason for
the middle and upper stratospherethe increasein age suchdiscrepancycould be, in part, that the age in Figis mainly confinedto the tropics (especiallyin summer, ure 6 is computed from a monthly mean, not necessarily
while in winter, planetary wave breaking may fiatten representative of the transport situation inside the pothe age isolines;see the 4-year contourin January), lar vortex. Downwelling of SF6-poor air from the mesothus enhancingthe meridionalgradientin the subtrop- spheremay be responsiblefor the very old age insidethe
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Figure 6. January zonal mean age of air between the equatorial tropopauseand the domain

above.(left) Verticalprofilesat 5øS(dashedcurve)andat 65øN(solidcurve).(right)Meridional
profilesat 54 hPa (solidcurve)and at 110 hPa (dashedcurve).

polar vortexestimatedby Harnischet al. [1996].More- the observations
reportedby Hall et al. [1999]indicates
that equatorwardof 30ø(both sidesof the equator)the

over, youngeragein the model might likely be causedby
the absenceof the mesosphericSF6 sinks in the simula-

meridional age differencein MAECHAM4 is underesti-

tion. Accordingto Hall and Waugh[1998]the absence mated by •0.5-1 year.
of sinksin a model simulationcoulddecreasethe age up
to 65% in the high-latitude middle stratosphere.The
5. Relation to Dynamical Fields
differencein the MAECHAM4 age with respect to estimates from observations could therefore be accounted
The meridionaland vertical variationsin the age distribution shown in section 4 are a manifestation of the
for by the absenceof sinks in the simulation.
Note that youngerage in the polar stratosphereis not existence of regions of weak transport in the stratoa consequence
of the model cold bias. On the contrary, sphere, the so-called transport barriers. Evidence of

[Trepte
the cold bias may in fact give rise to older age, given barriersin transportaregivenfromobservations
that it is accompaniedby a weaker residual circulation. andHitchman,1992]and models,as,for instance,semiA clear illustration of the relation between residual cirLagrangiancomputationof tracer evolution [Chen et
for the existenceof barculationand age is shownby Hall et al. [1999,figure al., 1994]. Possiblemechanisms
by Bowman[1996]and Bowmanand
12], by whom the age distributionsderivedfrom two riersare discussed
versionsof the NCAR MACCM2 model are compared. Hu [1997],amongothers.
The January zonal wind and meridional gradient of
Hall et al. [1999]showthat a youngeragedistribution
(a 2-yeardifferenceat 40 km) is obtainedfrom the ver- potential vorticity on the 600 K isentrope, 15-year ensionof the NCAR MACCM2 modelwith strongerresid- semblemean from the ECMWF reanalysis,and 7-year
ual circulation. The differencein temperature structure ensemblemean from the model are depicted in Figand residual circulation simulated in July betweenthe ure 7. The reanalysis data, originally at T106, were
current MAECHAM4
and the MACCM2
models used
first spectrallytruncated at T30, the model resolution,
Waughet al. [1997]can alsoexplainthe youngerage prior to the calculation of the potential vorticity and
found in the current simulation in the upper strato- its gradient. The 7 years from the simulation are chosphere and mesospherewith respect to that shown in sen from the time period for which the SF6 data have
beendetrended,in orderto showaveragebehavior(see
Waughet al. [1997].
Figure 6 (right) indicatesan increasewith elevation Figure 8). The 600 K isentropeis representativeof the
of the age meridional gradient: At the 100 hPa level middlestratosphere,beinglocated,on average,between
(dashedcurve)the differencein age betweenthe equa- 50 and 10 hPa. In the ECMWF data the polar night jet
torial and high latitudes(at both sidesof the equator) (strongwesterlies)exhibitsa zonal dependencedue to
is •1.5 years,while at the 54 hPa level (solidcurve) a the presenceof quasi-stationary planetary waves; westdifferenceof •2.5 yearsis found. The largermeridional erlieslargerthan 30 ms-• (shadedarea in Figure7)
gradient in age at 54 hPa is indicative of the tropical are found at 60øN between 60øW and 120øE and at
confinementof the raising air, associatedwith the ex- higher latitudes in the Pacific sector. Weak westerlies
istenceof low-latitudetransportbarriers[Plumb,1996; or the presence of easterlies over the North Pacific at
Bowmanand Hu, 1997]. However,the comparison
with middle latitudes are associatedwith the Aleutian high,
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Figure 7. Januaryensemblemean (left) from 15-yearECMWF reanalysis(1979-1993)and
(right) from 7 yearsof the 15-yearsimulation. (top) Zonal wind at 600 K; the contouris 10 m
s-• (shadingindicates> 30 ms-•). (bottom)Meridionalgradientof potentialvorticitytimesthe

radiusof the Earth (a=6.671x106
m) at 600K; 'thecontouris 30 PVU (shadingindicates> 120
PVU).

a typical climatologicalfeature of the northern winter

of weak gradient appear equatorward of the polar night

stratosphere
[Harveyand Hitchman,1996]. The aver- jet. Quantitatively, there is a good agreementbetween
age latitudinal and zonal locationand the strength of
the polar night jet and the weak winds associatedwith
the Aleutian high are well simulatedin the model. The
simulated westerliesare, however,slightly stronger over
the North Atlantic. A reasonfor stronger winds could
be a relatively short averagingperiod (7 years);middle
atmosphericmodels are known to presentlarge interannualvariability[see,e.g.,Boville,1995;Hamilton,1995;
Manzini and Bengtsson,1996].
From Figure 7 (bottom) it clearly appearsthat the
ECMWF and the simulatedpolar night jets (northern
high latitudes) are respectivelyassociatedwith latitudinal bands of strong meridional gradient of potential
vorticity, as highlighted by the shading. In particular, stronggradientsare foundoverthe North Atlantic,
Eurasia, and poleward of 60øN elsewhere,while regions

the ECMWF and model results, although the overall
picture is a much noisier ECMWF field. The smallscale structures in the reanalysis are evidenceof inconsistency in the observations.
The regions of weak gradient in potential vorticity
are the manifestation of quasi-isentropicplanetary wave

breakingand large-scaleirreversiblemixing (transient
formation and breaking off of large potential vorticity
undulationsare occasionally
foundin the model). These
regions of weak gradient are the so-calledsurf regions

[Mcintyre and Palmer, 1983, 1984].
In the northern subtropics, at the southern edges
of the north Pacific mixing region (south of 30øN, between 180øW and 60øW), anotherclearly definedband
of strong gradient is found, in both the ECMWF reanalysis and the model results. Other localized bands
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in Figure 8. The tracer concentration is largest along
the equator and sharply decreasespoleward. These features are consistent with the age diagnostic presented
before and the notion that tropospheric air enters the
stratospherein the equatorial region, a feature gener-
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transportmodels[Hall et
al., 1999].
The barriers deduced from the SF6 relative change

reproducethosededucedfrom the potential vorticity
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gradient in the Northern Hemisphere: The undulating
high-latitude barrier to transport associatedwith the
polar night jet and the subtropical barrier, with local
maximaoverthe Pacificand Africa (highlightedby light
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and dark shadingin Figure 8). The comparisonof the
potential vorticity gradient (Figures 7) with the SF6
relative change(Figure 8) showsthat breaksor weakening in either the potential vorticity gradient or the
SF6 relative changetend to occur in the northern subtropics over the Atlantic and far east Asia- west Pacific, suggestingthat these geographicallocationscould
be preferredregionsof tropical-extratropical exchange.
Consistent with this interpretation is the observation
of an event of a tongue of dry air emanating from the
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tropicalAtlantic duringnorthernwinter [Randelet al.,
1993].
Figure 8 in addition shows that a subtropical bar30S
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Figure 8. January ensemblemean at 600 K from 7
years of the 15-year simulation. (top) Detrended SF6
concentration(pptv); the contouris 0.02 pptv (light
shading indicates > 0.2 pptv, and dark shading >
0.3 pptv). (bottom) DetrendedmeridionalSF6 relative change(meridionalgradient of concentrationover

rier occursalsoduringsummer(SouthernHemisphere),
manifestedby the large relative changein SF6 at •20øS;
but not evident in the potential vorticity gradient (althoughthere are hints of it). Tropicalconfinementduring summer has been found in previous simulationsof
tracer transport [Chen et al., 1994; Bowmanand Hu,
1997].
In summary,from the diagnosisof the relative change
in SF6 the averagesubtropical barrier appearsin both

summer and winter, an indication of the role of the
residual circulation, given a long-lived tracer of tropospheric origin. During summer a plausible reason for
concentration);
the contouris 0.04x10
-6 m-• (light the existence of the subtropical barrier is the lack of
shadingindicates> 0.08x10-6 m- • and < -0.08x10-6
m-•; dark shadingindicates> 0.16x10-6 m-• and < large-scalemixing due to the predominant easterliesin

the stratosphere. The band of large relative changein
SF6 (dark shadingin Figure8) is indeedpoorin zonally
varying features. However,during winter the large-scale
over North Africa and Asia are clearly seenin the model mixing does not appear to break down the subtropical
but only hinted at in the noisy reanalysisdata.
barrier on average, with the exceptionsof the localized
In the Southern(summer)Hemispherethere is little areasnoted above(Atlantic and far east Asia). On the
structure in the meridional potential vorticity gradient contrary, sharp tracer gradients are found at the equafield. The polar barrier and midlatitude planetary wave torward side of the mixing regions, consistentwith the
breaking are, in fact, seasonalfeatures,present in the potential vorticity gradient depicted in Figure 7.
winter hemispherewhen westerliesdominate the largeConcerningthe examination of the large-scaletransscalestratosphericcirculationand planetary wavescan port in the simulation, the potential vorticity gradient
propagateupwardfrom the tropospherewherethey are has disclosedthe effectsof the local dynamics(direct
generated.The equatorialband of stronggradientseen effect of planetary wave breaking) on the large-scale
in Figure 7 is associated
with the changein signof po- transport. The latitudinal relative changeof the SF6
concentration
has in addition revealed the nonlocal eftential vorticity betweenthe hemispheres.
The 7-year January ensemblemean of the detrended fectsof planetary and gravity wave dynamics(indirect
SF6 concentrationand the detrended meridional rela- effectvia the residualcirculation)in the summerhemitive changein SF6 concentrationat 600 K are shown sphere.

-0.16x10-6 m-•).
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by older age, and therefore they are relatively remote
to troposphericair; and (4) the mesosphereis characA 15-year simulation with the MAECHAM4 general terized by a uniform age distribution of ,•4-4.5 years.
circulation model of a passive tracer with emissions
The age of stratosphericair is a transport diagnostic
aimed at representingthoseof the SF6 tracer of anthro- sensitive to the mean meridional circulation: Therefore
pogenicorigin has been performed.The MAECHAM4
it can be usedas an indirect diagnosticof the mechanimodel usesthe Hines parameterization of the momencal dissipation(for instance,that producedby a gravity

6. Summary and Conclusions

tum flux deposition due to a broad gravity wave spec-

wave parameterization)occurringin a generalcirculatrum [Manziniet al., 1997andManzini andMcFarlane, tion model, as exemplified by the comparisonof the
1998]. The configurationof the gravity wave source results presentedhere with those presented by Waugh
spectrum used in the Hines parameterization in the
present model is a compromiseaimed at limiting the
cold bias in the winter stratosphereof each hemisphere,
without sophisticatedad hoc specificationof the gravity
wave sources,as exemplified in the simulated climatological temperature structure.
Comparisonsof the simulatedSF6 concentrationwith

et al. [1997]and Hall et al. [1999],and the sensitivity simulationsperformed with the Goddard Institute
for SpaceStudies(GIS$) generalcirculationmodeland

reportedby Rind et al. [1999].
Ongoing and future work concerningfurther evalu-

ation of the transport in the MAECHAM model suite
include evaluation of the sensitivity to the vertical and
EML measurements
(fromprojectAIRSTREAM) have horizontal resolutions and to the transport scheme as
showna good agreementbetweendetrendedconcentra- well as the diagnosisand evaluation of transient events
tions, characterizedby comparablyhigh values in the of large-scalequasi-isentropicmixing spontaneouslyocupper troposphereand low valuesin the lower strato- curring in the simulation.

sphere.Consistentrate of increasewith time of the sim-

ulated SFo concentration and of the concentration deduced from the EML measurements in the troposphere
indicates that sourceshave been correctly represented
in the model. The SFo relative bias indicates that there

is a tendencyto underestimatethe observedconcentration in the stratospherewhile overestimatingit in the
troposphere.
The large-scale transport in the middle atmosphere
reproduced by the model as revealed by the simulation
of the SFo tracer (long-livedtracer of troposphericori-
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of SFo are found in the equatorial lower-middle stratosphere. Average barriers to meridionaltransport highlighted by large gradients in the averagedfields of potential vorticity and detrended SF6 concentration have
been found along the polar night jet, at the equatorward edge of planetary wave mixing regions in winter
and in the subtropics in summer. Given the quantitative agreement with the potential vorticity gradient
computed from the ECMWF reanalysis, the Northern
Hemisphereregionsof weak and strong mixing are apparently well simulated in the model. Given the lack of
global observationsof SFo, it is at this stage not possible to quantify the summer subtropicalbarrier directly.
The simulated large-scaletransport has also been diagnosedby computing the age of air deduced from the
time evolution of the SFo concentration. It has been

found that the simulated vertical structure of the age
distribution in the tropical lower-to-middle stratosphere
is in reasonablygood agreementwith estimatesfrom ob-
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